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kendaxa group

In addition to the current role, I have been trusted with the 

responsibilities of leadership of the team, which includes tasks such 

as sprint planning, organisation of the team, guidence, client meetings, 

handovers between my team and FE, capacity management, but most 

importantly the the leadership itself - taking care of my team, listening 

to their opinions and communication between them and top 

management. Practical work consists of global solutions and 

prototyping finished designs, as well as managing rebrand that is 

currently in progress

current

product designer & team lead

serenity themes

Most important part of this job was to successfully deliver product that 

was good looking, technologically advanced and easy to use. Project 

and team management were the most striking parts of the job. Design 

of the product, templates and brand identity was also part of this 

project.

2016 - 2017

ceo, cdo and co-founder open finance

Starting as a part-time administrative employee I started to learn how 

to design and worked myself up to this position which included 

creation of digital and brand campaigns from scratch, successful 

delivery and its application. Often leading small team of people working 

for the company.

2012 - 2017

digital artists

kendaxa group

As part of this job was to build user interfaces for company’s web and 

mobile based applications. Processes included searching for use cases, 

create user flow and journeys, as well as conduct an ux research. My 

part was also to manage the UI Kit that is the company’s design system 

and convert wireframes to high fidelity mockup, later to prototypes to 

ease the process of handover to development.

2018

ui_ux designer

experience 



ui_ux design visual design graphic design

mswcz.cz

greensuninvestment.com

alenadolakova.com

lukaslindner.cz

dreambox app

lexxus

freelance

radixcz.cz

snadnastavba.cz

orthocom.cz

spacedistribution.cz

czreto.cz

offices4ucz.cz

pod radnici

mmc

gonast group

algomas

kombo invest



software code languages management

sketch

axure

adobe illustrator 

adobe photoshop 

adobe muse adobe 

lightroom 

after effects

final cut pro

skills

html

css/scss

vue.js

czech (n)

english (f)

german (i)

scrum/agile training

Jira/Confluence training



other contact

hobbies interests

acting

reading

drawing

skiing 

running

cinema

theatre

art

music

boreckyalex@gmail.com 
alexborecky.com 
alexborecky.com/portfolio 
+420 702 031 717

linkedin 

instagram alexandrborecky

/in/alexborecky



to whom it may concern:

I believe in potential. I am not a great designer in many aspects. There are ways to 

sell yourself, to show what a great designer you are, but in my recent experience 

in recruiting I found out that many times that’s not enough. When I look at the 

designer’s portfolio I try not see only what he or she has done in the past. I try to 

see where we can improve and teach the designer so s/he does the job well. I 

believe in potential of people who are not perfect, because those are the ones you 

can teach a lot the ones that usually want to learn. And I’d like to believe that I am 

one of them.

As I’m sure you understand, I cannot publicly show results of my work at my current company as I am bonded by non-disclosure 

agreement that states that the works belong to the company and can be publicly displayed only by the company itself. I can, 

however share some designs in direct communication face to face or over a call, as I will not be publishing the designs to the 

public. 

Disclaimer



ab.design systems



how I understand them?

Design system is an evolving ecosystem of deliverables that create a 
system of components which can be used by a group of creatives to design 
and build a product. 

When building a system, I always try to define parts that are major to 
successful system - team/company value, design principles, brand 
identity and components + patterns. 

Setting system for web and mobile based products is my passion and I do 
my best to build high quality system which I am then happy to use when 
building products.



It is important to define what exactly is the reason 

why are building this. What are our visions, goals 

and purpose. As those will evolve with the product, 

we need to be sure that we set ourselves on the 

right path before building a system.

As it is common, brand identity and language 

need to be taken in mind as they play a major role 

in product’s aesthetic part. This part usually 

consists of colours, fonts, spacing, shapes, icons 

and very important “do’s” and don’ts”. 

Components are the core of any design system. 

They are sort of LEGO parts that are used by 

designers in shared libraries, as well as by 

developers in UI Kits. Patterns are commonly used 

solutions that are build from our LEGO - 

components.

These are our guidelines for creation in general, 

not just aesthetic sense. System should be build 

on principles that help to achieve the purpose of 

the product through design and help the team to 

make meaningful decisions.

values

brand identity components + patterns

design principles



portfolio



product / ui_ux



crm concept



roles

product design

illustrate knowledge of trendy user interface in combination with a UX requirements

tasks



case study



audience

research

mostly sellers, chain owners and 
business owners trying to manage 
their clients and connect the 
revenues in a visual way

needs

quick display of important data
easy access to all sections of the tool
personal touch with customers



desktop



General Information

Contacts

History

Company

Insurance

design system

Overview

Nadine Petrolli

224
visitors a day

Today Yesterday Last week Last month Dashboard

€56,324
total revenue

Skills

Skill 1

Skill 2

Skill 3

UI Design

UX Design

UX Research

CTA’s Navigation

Lists and texts

33%
bounce rate

*Secondary navigation

Dashboard

CRM

Meetings

Clients

Profits

Chat

Settings



Although this is only a concept work, it’s the best illustration of what I am 
currently doing at my job.  My main focus is working on interfaces that 
help user understand data that the specific application displays. 
Unfortunately, I cannot share more of my work as I am bonded by a non-
disclosure agreement with my employer. 

outcome



furniture shop
concept



roles

product design

simple shop app for furniture combining basic UX and fresh UI

tasks



app 



design system

Colour system
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Typography

h1
h1

h2
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h3

h3

h4

h4

p

p

caption

caption

h1 h2 h3 h4 p caption

h1 h2 h3 h4 p caption

h1 h2 h3 h4 p caption

Vilante

Components

Find store

+ Add to cart

Belau Armchair
€1,199

Borot Armchair
Comfortable armachair that provides great 
ergonomy. It is made of vegan leather, metal 
and wood. The color combination is perfect 
for lighter rooms.

€1,299

Find store

Reviews

Details

+ Add to cart

Durut Armchair
€1,299

1x

Checkout

Total: €2,997

Main Page Detail Page

My Cart
Borot Armchair
Comfortable armachair that provides great 
ergonomy. It is made of vegan leather, metal 
and wood. The color combination is perfect 
for lighter rooms.

€1,299



media screens world



mswcz.cz

project management, ui_ux design, coding

redesign old website to a modern look with easier usability

roles

tasks



case study



discover

don’t know do know

research insights

themes
possible solutions

yes approach

ideas

design, build and test

opportunities
what are the 
problems?

define ideate deliver

process



audience

primary audience are users that are looking to 
advertise or have advertised with the company 
before — they are usually small to mid size 
business owners that are looking for a new, 
more visual way of advertising

ineffective advertising 

slow and unresponsive communication

too many arrangements to get advert going 

unreliable partnerships 

time consuming 
second group are the ones that already have a 
space for the monitor to be installed - the ones 
who have waiting room in their office, such as 
doctors, car services, anywhere where people 
have to wait

problems

research



needs

place to search for information 

trust in the company

reliable service

one contact option

time efficiency

basic information describing the service

100% viewport

fixed, simple and always visible navigation

demonstration of references

digital contact information

solutions

research 



home page about us page

services page

client page

references page

contact page

client page

start

end

userflow 



wireframes 



desktop mobile



Since the owner of the company and I have been co-working together for 

some time I knew what his expectations are. However, this was the first 

time I got to use my knowledge in UX and apply it to a project that I was 

doing with him. 

Best part was to find out more about the industry of medial advertisement 

and its possible uses and how this type of adverts can solve problems of 

business owners. Meeting them and talking to them was an enriching 

experience and definitely help to move the whole project faster while 

sketching the current designs. 

Though fun, I have learned that conducting research on my own can be 

very exhausting and tends to me subjective. Co-operation with a team 

brings more perspective. It taught me to see things from more objective 

perspective and leave my ego out of the equation.

what have I learned



green sun investment



greensuninvestment.com

ui_ux design, coding

create simple and technological looking website

roles

tasks



case study



audience

primary group are the ones that take no interest or have no 
time to deal with computers in general. They don’t have 
educated staff to handle tasks and operations such as 
domain, FTP and CMS administration

second group are business that are looking for professional 
help in the field of IT. They usually have their own IT 
departments but are looking for a consultation

research



needs

feeling safe while handling data

save time

save money on hiring

professional consulting

one page views with necessary information

visible navigation

emphasis on information

option to read more information in separate documents

solutions

research



home page about us page

services page contact page

start

end

user flow



result 



After several months of co-operation with this client, we found a 
methodological way of working together and with the user. As a client, he 
had the need to be always right, however he always let me explain to him 
the user’s preferences based on either experience or research. 

This project was the first one he hadn’t the need to oversee and let me lead 
it from the beginning to delivery. I’ve learned more about management and 
co-operation with other departments in the corporation and had the 
chance to code more than before. 

what have I learned 



lexxus concept



visual design

redesign customer form to a fresh and trendy look

roles

tasks



case study



audience

people who are looking to sell thier 
property and want to get an estimate 
on how much they can sell it for

needs

quick communications of their idea

personal approach

research



transformation



transformation 



This, sort of unpleasant experience taught me a lot about trusting people 

in business. Not just this business, but in general. 

As part of job interview, I was asked to redesign form for user to be more 

visually attractive and friendly. Once we have agreed on the criteria and 

delivery time, I have started the work. Communication was great until I 

delivered, and the communication stopped. Part of this interview was 

agreement that I would get paid for my hours, which I never did. After 

several unsuccessful attempts to contact the company, I finally gave up 

but since then never started a work without either a contract or first 

deposit. I’ve recently looked up the finished project, which ended up 

looking as my orioginal designs. This was a very effective lesson.

what have I learned 



alena dolakova



ui_ux design, coding

design and build an acting portfolio website with a resume page

alenadolakova.com

roles

tasks



case study



audience

the primary users of the website are 
managers, fans and anyone who 
might consider inviting Alena to an 
audition

needs

visible section

quick navigation

reachable 

research



desktop mobile


